Logma’s OneFit Software® continues
to grow in the Fresh Produce Sector
With the UK expecting a bumper crop of strawberries this year, we are delighted that Strawberry Catering
Ltd in Manchester have chosen the Logma’s OneFit Caterer software for its ordering and processing system.
As well as strawberries, the company provides a whole range of fresh produce to a variety of schools,
hospitals and the leisure industry across Manchester and the surrounding counties. OneFit allows this new
start-up to quickly place and process orders online, freeing up time in what can otherwise be a labourintensive process.
Peter Barton, Managing Director of Strawberry Catering is delighted with the ease of the system. “ I

rely on Logma
for my successful Wholesale operation, and there was no doubt that I wanted to use it
again when I set up Strawberry Catering. It’s a great system, and it means that we have more time to
focus on what our customers need. Based on our long term relationship, I know the Logma team are always there for me
when I need them.”
Other fresh produce customers that Logma are pleased to welcome include the Original Produce Company who use the
complete OneFit solution, including all financial accounting. And Quality Food Supplies opted

to completely

revolutionise their system into OneFit Caterer to include manifests, schedules for deliveries, stock
management and accounts to ensure a totally workflow driven system.

ABOUT LOGMA SYSTEMS DESIGN LTD
The Logma Group, a well-established software company, began development of OneFit eight years ago, after identifying
a gap in the market. Their vision was to deliver an affordable enterprise resource planning (ERP) solution and encourage
companies to 'expect more' from their IT solutions.
OneFit offers a range of solutions for specific industries and varying sizes of business. The focus is on SMEs, bringing
more affordable yet functional and feature rich software to both the smaller operations as well as to the larger SME
requiring a complete ERP solution. The software is available in modules, giving customers the flexibility to develop their
system in line with their business growth. It offers dashboards providing real-time information and advanced features to
manage machine and operator assignment. It can provide full traceability using scanning and bar-coding, allowing

OneFit has its own strong
financials and web portal yet can integrate with other leading e-commerce solutions.
companies to track goods from the initial order through to distribution and delivery.
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